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Executive Summary 

With now also the month of July 2016 on the charts it’s time to (re)review the monthly charts. As usual we’ll start 

with the hourly chart, move to the daily and weekly charts and finish with the monthly. 

Our target for several weeks of SPX2190-2230 remains still our preferred zone for intermediate iii of major 3 of 

Primary V; our preferred count. Then after that we should expect a ~30-40p pullback for what will likely be 

intermediate iv. Once intermediate iii and iv are done we can then better assess the Major 3 target zone. No need 

to front run anything 

Over the past weeks we also maintained a first target of $5100 for the NASDAQ, followed by $5400. The index has 

already surpassed the first target and is thus on its way to $5400.  

Market breadth is deteriorating; setting us up for that intermediate iv wave, but price can continue going higher as 

the recent Spring rally as well as the Fall rally in 2015 showed.  

 

How to trade this? 

Nothing has changed here either: dips should still be bought. Short and long term investors should still be in the 

market. Our first meaningful target is the SPX2190-2195 zone for a possible intermediate iii wave. Stops should be 

set at around SPX2150-2160 for intermediate term investors (swing traders) and above entry for more aggressive 

investors to protect profits. Long term investors should ideally wait for major 3 to top before exiting the market 

(don’t bank on fifth waves as those can fail). Once 2190-2195 is reached stops can be raised; we’ll assess the count 

and charts to see if all of iii has been reached or not by then. No need to front run here either. 
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Elliot wave update 

We keep the minor-waves ideal wave tracker posted as nothing’s changed over the past week for the s&P500. Not 

too surprisignly as it’s been mostly going sideways stuck between SPX2160-2175. 

Table 1: Ideal wave tracker for minor waves of intermediate iii.  

 

On the hourly chart, see Figure. 1, the sideways mess of the past days is often typical for a 4th wave. Hence, why we 

keep our preferred count as is. The market made a higher high on Friday suggesting minor 4 is in at SPX2160. Minor 

5 can now target SXP2190-2195, possible extend to SPX2235 (iii=1.382x I; see table 2 next page) or even to SPX2140: 

bull flag pattern: SPX2160+85p. It is impossible to know which it will be beforehand, just as it was impossible to know 

beforehand the market would go sideways for almost 2 weeks.  

Figure 1. SPX 60min chart: preferred bullish count. Minor 5 should now be underway. 

 

Alternatively, the market will make one more push to the SPX2160 region for a last possible e-wave before minor 5 

takes off.  
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Market update. 

Again, nothing has changed over the past week regarding our preferred count and we believe the market remains 

on track for SPX2191 at a minimum for intermediate iii. If it exceeds this level by >5p then SPX2236 is the next likely 

target as then iii=1.382x i; the next typical 3rd wave extension. 

Table 2: Ideal wave tracker intermediate waves of major 3; also here SPX2300 is on the radar. 

 

The red and blue vertical lines continue to compare best with a “you are here” scenario. The Bollinger bands are 

setting up for the next move higher as they are expanding again showing price has strength. 

Figure 2. SPX daily TI chart. All TIs pointing back up, still no real sell signals anywhere. Resistance zone next target! 
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The weekly chart shows price has now reached and cleared the upper parallel green trend line. Last week we noticed 

“price did close above the upper Bollinger band, which can be a cause of concern (short term pullback possible; but 

this fits with the intermediate iii, iv scenario)” Clearly we got that this week. But, all TIs are still pointing up, there 

are no sell signals anywhere. All SMAs are pointing up, and the SAR is below price. All indicate further upside in the 

weeks ahead. The only point of concern is the lagging MFI (on a weekly scale!); likely because the market is getting 

close to its end game 

Figure 3. SPX weekly TI line chart. All TIs pointing up. Next–symmetry- target SPX2225ish remains.  
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The monthly charts tell us about the Long Term picture. So what can we observe? None of the Tis have sell signals, 

all are on buy. Bollinger bands are expanding with price at the upper band. Thus, LT (months) this market wants to 

go up. Nervous investors will want to sell and short each and every anticipated turn, while calm investors will stay 

long till upside targets are reached. Note the monthly MACD is about to give a buy crossover too. Resistance next 

month will be at the upper blue trendline: ~SPX2220.  

Figure 4. SPX monthly TI chart. All TIs pointing up, no sell signals. $2300 REMAINS AS FIRST TARGET. 
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The COMPQ reached and BREACHED our “logical first target of $5100 as the red and black trendlines converge there 

(red arrow).” Set forth 2 weeks ago. The next target of $5400 (green arrow) we’ve had for weeks is now in sight. 

Support is now, logically, raised to $5100 (red dotted horizontal line)  

Figure 5. COMPQ weekly TI chart. All TIs pointing up. Interim target $5100: BREACHED!  Next target $5400. 
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Market breadth 

Instead of looking at the McClellan Oscillator we can check the SPXA50R and SPXA200R as well (see Figure 6 for 

explanation). What we can observe is that less stocks are above their respective 50d SMAs now then 2-3 weeks ago. 

Ideally we want to see one more thrust higher, in line with minor 5 to make a lower top (as compared to mid-March 

vs mid-April) and signal intermediate iii is done.  

Figure 6. Less stocks above their 50d and 200d SMAs now compared to 2-3 weeks ago,. 
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Miscellaneous 

Not much to add here either, but to be rigorous we do want to update and show these charts as they so simple and 

elegantly show the direction of the market without showing price. In this case: up. Why up? Because all the SMAs 

that track price are pointing up. Both long term and short term. Hence, expecting a disastrous crash is based on 

these simple charts a dangerous and preposterous preposition. So is thus shorting this market.  

Our long term simple moving averages chart (LT-SMA), and Short term (ST-SMA) continue to improve, supporting 

the bull case. The LT-SMA is almost in full-blown bullish mode; 90% bullish. The ST-SMA chart is now 100% bullish. 

Clearly price is above ALL SMAs; even the shortest of the ST-SMA chart (5d SMA).  

Hence, these charts continue to foretell short and long term upside supporting our preferred Elliot Wave count.  

Figure 7. LT-SMA chart improved    ST-SMA chart 100% Bullish.    

 

Below is how a 100% bullish chart look likes, everything points up. Price > fastest SMAs > slowest SMAs. 
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Last week we showed the DOW’s 34d trading interval’s chart. This week we show the SPX’ as the next 34-day interval 

coincides exactly with the August 5, 8 Bradley Turn dates. We don’t know yet if that will be when intermediate iii 

tops or intermediate iv bottoms; so we just keep an eye on it for now to see where price will be by then. But if we 

were forced we’d say these dates likely will mark a top. Note price has cleared lower trend resistance (blue arrow) 

and can now march higher to the upper trend line (similar to the one shown in Figure 4; red arrow) 

Figure 9. Next turn date: August 5-8 (based on 34d trading interval and Bradley Turn dates) 
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September 28 (32/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

October 19 (42/100 Middle Terms Power) 

November 26 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

November 28 (86/100 Long Terms Power) 

November 29 (100/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

December 28 (50/100 Middle Terms Power) 

March 21, 2017 (100/100 Power) 
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